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Aspen 

Exanding the 
Frontiers of 
Efficient systems

By Design 



BOULDER AS METAPHOR  



What do people really want? 

Power supplies? 



…or the products of energy? 



SYSTEM THINKING: EATING THE ATLANTIC LOBSTER 

•  Big, obvious chunks of meat in 
the tail and the front claws 

•  A roughly equal quantity of tasty 
morsels hidden in crevices, 
requiring skill and persistence to 
recover 

•  Go for both 

•  And look for ways to use the 
shell… in your garden 



SYSTEM THINKING:  “IF A PROBLEM CANNOT BE SOLVED, ENLARGE IT” 



US CLIMATE TARGETS VS 2010: EFFICIENCY IS 
REQUIRED – USE HALF (OR LESS) 

1/6+ (cars),   
1/2 (Trucks/
planes/mix 
shift) 

 1/2 (existing),  
 1/3 (new) 

½ (total) 



Input = 70 Units 

Power Plant 
Losses: 70% 

Transmission & 
Distribution Losses: 9% 

Motor Losses: 10% 

Drivetrain Losses: 2% 

Pump Losses: 25% 

Pipe Losses: 20% 

Throttle Losses: 33% 

Output = 7 Units 

65
% 

8% 

8% 

20
% 10

% 

42 units 

EXAMPLE 1:  GENERATE (CLEANLY) CLOSE TO HOME, CUT END USE 
NEEDS FIRST 



EXAMPLE 2: RE-THINKING PLANT LAYOUT 

Non-orthogonal piping 
 
Lay out process/ pipes first, then add 
the equipment 

Re-design 

Goal:  lower opex and capex and use 
of space.  Fewer, small pumps 



DESIGN APPROACH YIELDS EXPLICIT BENEFITS 

CapEx 

OpEx 

Mainten
-ance 

OpEx & 
CapEx 

CapEx 

OpEx 

•   Lower energy demand (smaller pumps, drives)

•   Simpler pipe runs = less confusion  

•   Less wear and tear on piping system
-  Smaller velocities and smoother fittings =   
    smaller abrasive/corrosive forces

•   Less piping needed

•   Fewer pumps and drive systems

•   Less heat loss due to shorter pipes 
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Flare 6%  Power 13% Domgas 
7.5% 

LNG 47% 

Domgas compr’n. 2.5%

Power use 3% 
(Finfans, pumps, 
HVAC, electric heat) 

LNG production 19%       
(MR, propane, & flash 
compression, and heat 
recovery) 

Fuel 
Gas

Heat losses →

Work done 

770 MW: 496 MW @ 519–537˚C + 274 MW @ 420–461˚C 

EXAMPLE 3:  LNG:  ALL HEAT IS VALUABLE – BUT FEW ACT THAT WAY 



  EXAMPLE 4:  BYRON ROGERS 
FEDERAL OFFICE BUILDING, DENVER!

•  500,000	  SF	  
•  Built	  in	  1964	  (Historic)	  
•  11	  Federal	  tenants	  
•  Retrofit	  complete	  in	  2013	  
•  Pathway	  to	  net	  zero	  
	  

TargeHng	  
70%	  
savings	  

May	  become	  the	  most	  efficient	  office	  building	  in	  the	  
country…	  
• Hybrid	  heat	  pump	  system-‐with	  heat	  reclaim	  and	  TES	  
• Chilled	  beams	  
• 100%	  LED	  lighHng,	  Task/ambient	  systems	  	  
• Aggressive	  tenant	  plug	  load	  reducHons	  
• 	  Mortenson	  (GC)	  a	  first	  Hme	  deep	  retrofit	  player	  



EXAMPLE 5: CUT SUPERMARKET 
ENERGY USE IN HALF 



DESPITE	  LOTS	  OF	  PROGRESS,	  ENERGY	  AND	  COMFORT	  
OPPORTUNITIES	  ABOUND	  IN	  US	  SUPERMARKETS	  

Leaders	  have	  dropped	  energy	  use	  30%	  in	  10	  years	  –	  but	  like	  
quality	  –	  the	  harder	  you	  look,	  the	  more	  there	  is…	  

	  
WHY:	  	  Comfort	  insights	  and	  store	  revenue	  
WHY:	  	  LighHng	  science	  and	  technologies	  
WHY:	  	  Be_er	  HVAC	  and	  control	  
WHY:	  	  (Unfounded)	  shopper	  behavior	  fears	  
WHY:	  	  Store	  operaHon	  details	  
WHY:	  	  Envelope	  technologies,	  insights–	  windows,	  roofs	  
WHY:	  	  RefrigeraHon	  design	  and	  control	  



ARE	  SUPERMARKETS	  COMFORTABLE?	  



DOORS	  ON	  EVERYTHING	  –	  WHY	  NOT?	  



LighHng	  energy	  consumpHon	  automaHcally	  
reduced	  30-‐50%	  

Source:	  h_p://www.architectmagazine.com/lighHng/supermarkets-‐united-‐states.aspx?page=2	  

START WITH DAYLIGHTING 
AND SMART CONTROLS  



LIGHT THE SHELVING, NOT THE FLOOR 

Source:	  h_p://www.baerousa.com/lang_en/licht/reflektoren/batwing70_reflektor.php	  
h_p://www.bizreport.com/2011/01/grocery-‐shoppers-‐want-‐digital-‐coupons-‐before-‐entering-‐a-‐stor.html	  
h_p://www.pharmaceuHcal-‐int.com/arHcle/walk-‐on-‐cleanroom-‐light-‐fihngs.html	  
h_p://staHc.zumtobel-‐ecatalog.com/brochures/ZSLI_ZX5.pdf	  



Dark	  colored	  objects	  absorb	  light	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Light	  colored	  objects	  reflect	  light	  

Source:	  h_p://www.ikrunk.com/fashionable-‐dress-‐japanese-‐shop-‐designs-‐in-‐futurisHc-‐interior-‐ideas.html/bright-‐japanese-‐store-‐decoraHons	  
h_p://www.design-‐bug.com/united-‐nude-‐dark-‐shop-‐in-‐nyc/	  
h_p://ronbigelow.com/arHcles/color-‐percepHon-‐2/percepHon-‐2.htm	  

No light is  
 absorbed 

COLORS MATTER 



CONTROL	  EQUIPMENT	  AND	  VENTILATION	  CAREFULLY,	  
ESPECALLY	  IN	  STORES	  WITH	  KITCHENS	  
•  Reduce	  hood	  exhaust	  with	  be_er	  design	  
•  Only	  use	  hoods	  when	  cooking	  (smart	  sensors)	  
•  Vary	  whole	  store	  venHlaHon	  according	  to	  need	  (not	  
maximum	  all	  the	  Hme)	  and	  focus	  on	  front	  of	  store	  



DO NOT FORGET THE PARKING LOT 

Before	   Aner	  

Source:	  h_p://www.treehugger.com/files/2011/01/walmart-‐converHng-‐hundreds-‐stores-‐lot-‐lighHng-‐led.php	  
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THE BIGGEST SYSTEM WE HAVE – THE EARTH – 
 IS CHALLENGING OUR DESIGNS 

# of US Grid Disturbances 





NOT USED – DO NOT CIRCULATE 
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•  Winds Farms layout 
•  Deep Building retrofits 
•  Fixing the “car problem” in cities with smart parking, electrification, and 

sharing models 
•  The Big Belly Trash machine 

OTHER GREAT EXAMPLES 
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BIG BELLY 
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FYI ONLY – AUTODESK’S INTERNAL REWORKING OF THE 10XE PRINCIPLES 

•  On the following pages Green = good 
•  Red = bad 



1. Define 
shared 
and 
aggressiv
e goals 

2. 
Collaborate 
across 
disciplines 

3. Design 
non-linearly 

4. Reward 
designed 
outcomes 

5. Define the 
end-use 

•  Clear 
•  Shared 
•  Ambitious 

(not 
incremental) 

•  Spurs creativity 
•  Grasps 

complexity 
•  Creates 

alignment 

•  Iterative 
•  Recursive (pieces 

reshuffled) 

•  Reward for savings, 
not spend (defends 
against value 
engineering) 

•  Encourage risk-taking, 
not re-baking 

•  Focus on the users’ 
purpose, not the 
object to be designed 

“Eliminate 
mechanicals 
and make net 
exporter of 
clean energy” 

“Eliminated entire 
floor of microchip 
fab through 
reduced loads and 
better equipment” 

“Iron mine made 
efficient, then 
powered by gravity 
turbines” 

“Comp based on % of 
measured savings 
against preset energy 
targets” 

“Rather than 
speccing an AC, 
consider passive 
cooling, air 
movement, drier air, 
sun-rejecting 
surfaces, shading, 
etc” 

“Cut 20% in 
energy use 
compared to 
similar 
building” 

Feel-good 
charrette 

Hand-off from 
architect to 
engineer to 
contractor 

Reward exclusively on-
schedule or on-budget 

Focus on the drill 
rather than the 
users’ need to hang 
a picture 

DESIGNING THE DESIGN PROCESS 

Adapted from Rocky Mountain Institute (2010) “Factor Ten Engineering Design Principles, Version 1.0”, 
August 



6. Seek 
systemic 
causes and 
ultimate 
purposes 

7. Optimize 
over time and 
space 

8. Establish 
baseline 
parametric 
values 

9. Establish 
minimum resource 
theoretically 
required, then 
minimize constraints 

•  Keep asking “why” •  Consider hidden 
stakeholders or 
byproducts 

•  Calculate and post 
benchmark savings for 
each resource (e.g. $$ 
per unit exhaust) 

•  Chemistry, physics or building 
science to determine 
theoretical minimum, then 
show how far each design 
constraint diverges from 
minimum 

•  Reframe constraints to 
systematically eliminate them 

“Production halted bc 
machine failed bc 
lacked oil bc filter 
clogged bc 
maintenance mistake” 

“Orchard trimmings 
discarded at cost 
could grow 
mushrooms more 
profitable than the 
cider” 

“Set the right metrics by 
considering all aspects 
needed” 

“Theoretical minimum energy 
to transport oil through 
refinery distillation unit = 10% 
of that used. Some of 90% due 
to unavoidable safety reqs, but 
others due to unnecessary pipe 
elbows”. 

Solving for simplistic 
questions with cut-
and-dried design 
answers 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

Adapted from Rocky Mountain Institute (2010) “Factor Ten Engineering Design Principles, Version 1.0”, 
August 



10. Start with 
a clean sheet 

11. Use measured 
data and explicit 
analysis, not 
assumptions 

12. Start 
downstream 

13. Seek 
radical 
simplicity 

•  Avoid infectious 
repetitis by cultivating 
beginner’s mind 

•  Update old assumptions 
(e.g. cheap energy, 
obsolete tech) 

•  Check how previous 
designs are actually 
performing 

•  Avoid compounding 
losses as resources flow 
from supply to end use 

•  Upstream devices 
become cheaper 

•  Simple systems are 
easier to build and 
fail less 

“Solar car racer 
realized flat tires are 
good, bc thinner 
treads make car faster 
and tire replacement 
is easy” 

“HVAC design handbooks 
include big safety margins 
based on loose assumptions, 
not measurements” 

“Data center should first 
focus on code, then 
servers, then power, 
before facility design” 

“Tvindkraft windmill 
safety shut off was a 
steel ball that fell if 
turbine vibrated too 
much. No sensors 
needed” 

Add a fourth gas-turbine 
engine to vessel to make it 
faster, but weight and bulk 
actually offsets the 
propulsive power 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN 

Adapted from Rocky Mountain Institute (2010) “Factor Ten Engineering Design Principles, Version 1.0”, 
August 



14. Tunnel 
through the 
cost barrier 

15. Wring multiple 
benefits from 
single 
expenditures 

16. Meet 
minimized peak 
demand; 
optimized over 
integrated 
demand 

17. Include 
feedback in the 
design 

•  Larger savings can 
cost less than small or 
no savings due to 
expanding returns on 
investment 

•  Dozen or more functions 
per component 

•  System optimized over 
whole year’s diverse 
conditions 

•  Shift peak demand that 
defines their capacity 

•  Monitor/display perf 
•  Continuously 

commission 
•  Trigger timely 

maintenance 

“Insulating a house 
‘too much’ relative to 
fuel savings 
eliminated heating 
system, which paid for 
other measures” 

“White pavement cools cars/
buildings/earth, allows for 
minimal lighting (lighting 
becomes charging station). 
Impervious pavement 
reduces storm-water 
infrastructure. 

“Ceiling fans and NV to 
extend comfort during 
rare over-heating 
(ASHRAE even allows 1 
hour because humans 
take that long to react).” 

“3D display reveals 
undetected and 
unexpected behaviors 
by people and 
equipment” 

One component performs 
just one function (e.g. 
asphalt carpark bakes cars & 
buildings and soaks up light) 

System designed to run 
most efficiently at peak 
demand (e.g. 60mph, 
peak electricity load) 

1990s chip fabs were 
built without 
flowmeters because no 
incentive to improve 

DETAILED DESIGN 

Adapted from Rocky Mountain Institute (2010) “Factor Ten Engineering Design Principles, Version 1.0”, 
August 
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THE TAIL: POWER GENERATION AND USE

•  Saving one continuous watt of electricity is worth A$2.5 in present-
valued fuel-gas (~A$80/T) 

•  Small electricity savings would let us run 4 well-loaded turbines with 
true n+2 redundancy even under worst-case conditions
–  Also do load management; e.g., make LN2 at night 
–  Dispatch to minimize part-load penalties
–  “Virtual trailshafting” for reliability without part-load penalty? 

•  Evaporative inlet cooling; doubled-η combined-cycle 
•  Study windpower more closely (5.4 av m/s @ 30 m); fuel cells?; PVs? 
•  Optimise power factor (now 0.87, scarcely monitored) → ≥0.95 
•  Low-solar-absorptance, high-far-infrared-emittance paint on transformer 

(runs at ~80˚C); whiten its pad and surrounding area
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FRONT CLAWS: THERMAL INTEGRATION 

The plant throws away ~24 PJ/y (770 MW) of high-temperature 
heat 
–  496 MW @ 519–537˚C, 274 MW @ 420–461˚C 

•  Use waste heat to make useful heat, coolth, desalinated water, and 
perhaps electricity (bottoming cycles), at successively lower temps.
–  Eliminate furnaces and electric process heat 

•  Minimise fin-fans: ~700 units use 17 MW — A$38M PV of fuel gas
–  Micron-mist their inlet air to cool it by ~6–9 C˚ 
–  Best, right-sized motors + VSDs (e.g., save ~85% at half-speed) 
–  Numerous aerodynamic improvements (~80% savings, some 

retrofittable): worthy of a design competition to beat 1940s tech.
–  Each A$50,000 unit also requires A$35,000 of electrical 

generation and distribution capacity, and uses A$58,000 (PV) 
worth of fuel gas, so an efficient unit that saves most of both those 
hidden costs could be a great deal even at a higher price (which it 
may not have) 

•  Quick fixes for hot-water system — can also boost turbine η via lower 
backpressure 
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THE TASTY MORSELS 
•  Raise landscape albedo, cool site ~6–10 C˚? (each 1C˚ raises 

production by a 20-year present value of ~A$106 million) 
•  Whiten/low-ε in-sun cryo pipes, vessels, tanks: bare metal gets 

hotter in the sun than metal that’s painted, even if it’s painted black
•  Systematically recover pressure let-downs and expansions with 

turbo-expanders; some are now missing, especially the biggest cryo 
one and another at the let-down at the beach valve 

•  Motor sizing and efficiency, especially pumps (16 MW, A$37M PV) 
–  Including throttling→VSDs, less piping/valve pressure drop 

(friction); especially submerged units (pumps rated 0.73 η, 
→~0.90)

•  CCC with optimised settings on all axial/centrifugal compressors
•  Heat-exchange across trains between C3 chillers
•  Compressors (many recips.), HVAC, lights, buildings
•  Optimise the uses of compressed air? (e.g., perhaps de-dust gas-

turbine filters with a sonic pulse rather than a puff of expensive air) 
•  Optimise the uses of gaseous and liquid N2 (it’s not free either) 
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THE SCRAPS AND BROTH 
•  Enhance turbulent heat exchange without bypassing gas into 

stabiliser liquid flow  
•  Leaks: water (~400–600 T/d); C3; air? 
•  Sell vented 250 kT/y CO2: >A$6M/y 2008 
•  Eliminate flare 
•  Cycle dehydration compressor off when idle 
•  Don’t reboil cooled scrub feed
•  Furnace η; better, nega-furnaces
•  Use only ultrasonic metering, not orifice-plate 
•  Stop shuffling LPG in a big circle (twice) 
•  Minimize LNG boiloff (going to Domgas) 
•  Speculative: PAX pump (laminar vortex flow) if cavitation risk 
•  Even a PAX fin-fan retrofit? 
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HERETICAL QUESTIONS 

•  Are we conceivably paying for more uptime than we actually need 
under current market conditions? (Sunraycer hadn’t enough 
punctures) 

•  Might it make sense to swing output up and down more than we do? 
•  Or to deliver Domgas at lower pressure (renegotiated)? 
•  Do we have the optimal amount of product storage for price 

arbitrage? 
•  Is there an out-of-the-box alternative to Sulfinol for CO2 removal? 

(add far less water; easy dry?) — perhaps from supercritical CO2 
tech?? 

•  Cascading cryo chillers (COP 0.1–0.15 could be greatly improved), 
i.e., using waste heat at high COP to produce a colder condensing 
tempera-ture for the propane turbine…just 15˚C would eliminate the 
second propane stage and its 28-MW gas turbine…and a stack of 
evap, water-cooled centrifugal water/glycol, lithium-bromide, and 
ammonia machines, each doing the part of the cooling that it does 
best, could get well below 0˚C (in principle, approaching –40˚C) at 
very high weighted-average COP 
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THE SEASONALITY PARADOX 

•  The plant sells product more in the Northern Hemisphere winter, 
when it also tends to fetch a higher price 

•  Yet that’s exactly when the plant is least efficient and productive 
— worst turbine performance, lowest fin-fan heat rejection, highest 
chiller lift, hottest plumbing, greatest boiloff — and much of this is 
because this coastal site is dry-air-cooled

•  That design also makes it vulnerable to temperature fluctuations 
(Tuesday’s rapid wind shift) 

•  But what if demineralised water were abundant? 
•  We can make it so, using waste heat and seawater…and imagine 

the political advantage if we became a net exporter of water to 
the public
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UNANSWERED QUESTIONS INCLUDE…

•  What is water (especially demineralised water) worth, in view of 
all it can do for dissipating heat, etc? Is seawater tower cooling 
better (using 98% less water than once-through, with almost no 
discharge)? 

•  Could the US Navy’s 100+ K superconductive motors (normally 
~20 MW) drive compressors and submerged pumps? (imagine 
raising the current ~68% submerged LNG motor/pump efficiency 
not just to 84–86% but  to ~89% — cutting the boiloff it causes by 
two-thirds) 

•  What would real-time system/subsystem efficiency displays save by 
signalling lost money to the operators in real time and revealing 
where kit is drifting out of optimal modes or requiring 
maintenance? 

•  Is there an economically sound way to retrofit absorption chilling 
into existing trains, or does this potentially important use of the 
waste heat make sense only in new trains? 

•  What are the opportunities for offshore integration? 
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THE EMERGING WHOLE LOBSTER 

Think of a five-layered wedding cake… 
–  Comprehensive end-use efficiency, especially the quick wins
–  Combined-cycle electricity/torque production 
–  Off the bottom of the steam turbine, LiBr/ammonia absorption 

– Chill process streams and perhaps turbine inlets (best at ~8˚C) 
– + evaporatively-cooled GT inlet air… → no helper motors

–  Off the absorption bottom, distill/RO water
– Make abundant demineralised water for use/sale, + salt/brine 

–  Use the water for cooling towers and for micron-misting of fin-fan 
inlet air (which can also use the evaporatively-cooled air from the 
towers) 



Far more analysis and integration to be done…but most if not all of this 
looks right for LNG 5, and much looks applicable to 4 and even to 123 



A fourfold more efficient LNG train may well prove feasible, and may 
reduce total capex; this is an empirically testable hypothesis meriting a 
serious design exploration 


